
Far from the Madding Crowd  

By Thomas Hardy Adapted for the stage by Matthew Wright 

It’s a well- known story and of course a classic novel. Life in rural Dorset in 1840 where locals rarely 
left the village, machinery had yet to take over the farms and simple pleasures came from English 
folk music, feasting and dance. 

Having inherited a farm Bathsheba Everdene shocks the locals by firing her farm manager and taking 
on the running of the farm herself. She proves to be a very early feminist over half a century ahead 
of universal suffrage! We follow her experiences with 3 ardent suitors resulting in jealousy and 
murder, but the play also shows the love and compassion of a close-knit community. 

There are some fine acting roles here with well defined characters and plenty of action to keep the 
minor roles/crowd busy. A small amount of country dancing will be required but ballet experience 
will not be needed!  

Actor/musicians would be particularly welcome and could be in crowd or speaking parts. 

Live music will be used throughout featuring authentic English folk music. Fiddle players, flute/pipes, 
concertina players, acoustic guitar/mandolin players and percussion (possibly beat box rather than 
drums) are particularly welcome either in an acting role or as crowd/background. 

This is a modern economical adaption designed to be portrayed on a fixed set for continuous flow. 
Sound and light and probably projection will give contrast to the scenes. 

A recent adaption reached the West End in 2015. 

THE CHARACTERS 

Bathsheba Everdene  20 -40 Strong willed a bit wild, beautiful and a feminist,  leading role 

Gabriel Oak  30 – 50 solid reliable shepherd/farmer but bright and articulate, second lead 

William Boldwood 35-60 wealthy gentleman farmer refined and old fashioned  

Sergeant Francis Troy 20 – 40 Dashing cavalry officer but a cad  

Fanny Robin 18-30 young, foolish, pretty. medium part 

Liddy Smallbury 25-40 ish smart maidservant and friend to Bathsheba. medium part 

Mrs Hurst 50 -70 Bathshebas’ aunt Farmers Wife small part but additional chorus work 

Joseph Poorgrass  18-40 farm worker prone to blushing small part but additional chorus work 

Jan Coggan older farm worker 35 plus needs to sing medium part 

Villagers and others of both sexes. 

The story revolves around Bathsheba and her 3 suitors Gabriel, William Boldwood and Sergeant Troy 
and these are all major roles but all the parts have scope. There will be crowd scenes and incidental 
lines here and there. The ages are flexible and a guide only.  


